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1. Answer the following questions:-
What is anisotropic
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(a)
(b) Give the Sl Unit of

Non-conducting medium.
pointing velar.(c) what do you mean by dielectrics?(d) what is condition for total internet reflection?(e) write any two was of were guides.

(0 What do meant by invasions of charge?(g) write Maxwell field equation in terms of four velars.(h) Write the main postulation ofEinstein special theory of(i) What is linear antenna?
Write the Lorene gaur condition.2. Answer the following question:- (short ans. types)State equation ofcontinviction in learn of electrodynamics
What happened when electromagnetic wavers Proposals inWhat is difference between TM modes and TE modes?(d) Write about min ikouski spacc(e) Debits electromagnetic vector and scalar potential

Section-B
Answer the following question:- (Long ans. types)
obtain Maxwell equation and deduce an expression for velevation ofelectromagnetic wave in a medium of dielectric.

Or

i?J:iointing 
theorem? Deduce an Expression for energy flow due to a

Determine the bound ary conditions at the interface between two mediaand dielectric constant.

Or
Describe the propagation ofelectromagnetic waver betweendeduce expression for phar elevations and effective wave

paralled
lanner of avls

Derive the transformation equations of differential operators in tworelated by writes Information. Show that D'Alembert an operator inInformation

Or
Establish the expression to shuns the convenience of electrodynamics infield equations.
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what do you meln by retardations of e-M. signals haves reduce anwrenched potentials.

Or
Find out an expression for electric and magnetic field due to unifonnlythis help of Lenard. wrenched potentiars.

of inhomogeneous

for Lenard and
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